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I WAS BEGGED TO TAKE THIS JOB 
 
I was a champion of 
Chatter that is phone smoke. 
I showed up early to my grave. 
Hard to breathe thru phone smoke. 
I died of phone smoke. 
I hope women come. 
Tell me when to leave. 
I was begged to take this job. 
Tell me when to leave. 
I was begged to take this job. 
I hope men come. 
I crenellated the heads of sea captains 
To protect them from wave nightmares. 
I was begged to take this job. 
I have a weird look in my eyes  
Because I’m a stowaway in this mirror. 
I was begged to take this job. 
I butchered my mistakes 
To mount the skulls. 
I was begged to take this job. 
I try to be a hushable baby. 
I try to be such a hushable baby. 
I was begged to take this job. 
I loved your huggable scraps, 
Hushable baby. 
I was begged to take this job. 
This is a company town. 
I was begged to take this job. 
There is no group of people 
Whose kinship structure  
Nurtures secrecy openly. 
That is reasonable, that  
Is a wet shoulder.  
I was begged to take this job. 
I love you.  



 

I was begged to take this job. 
Hideous are the swims. 
I crash now into the rain.  
I was begged to take this job. 
I get wet like there were  
Vital instructions in each drop. 



 

 
 
 
I COULD GO INSIDE A BUILDING WHERE SHE WAS 
 
I could go inside a building where she was. 
I would know what to do.  
 
Friends are bridges across rivers. 
I could snorkel in a crystal. 
I could be identified as you. 
 
I’m gonna be dead a longer time than dead 
Was gonna be dead a second before 
If you can wait, dead.  
That’s how dead feels. Are you a waiter.  
I’m gonna be dead a longer long time. 
Something purple happened to me.  
And then it didn’t.  
 
I performed the drawbridge’s role with a courtesy 
Unforeseen in this section of the graveyard.  
 
All liquid is wreckage. 
Spit into waterfalls to make them garbage. 
 
Every spring, tongues return to the river 
Where they were spawned,  
Loose in a spangled sparkle of unzipped water,  
Unzipped animal matter, it doesn’t matter where we get  
The animals, the animals aren’t the matter. 
Unzipped to unzipped matter, what matter. Animals 
Unzipped to the hilt of their very collected thoughts. 
 
I was to who are you? as what did you say? was to you. 
I remember when I used to know how to pretend 
To talk about you. She’s the inside out of something  
With no outside.  
Snub a dub dub. 
 



 

 
 
 
 
SOLID  
 
“in a composition there is no pure solid but a defiled one” 
There is no real need to be nervous. 
I try to make needing seem a little pointless 
By being an amazing overwhelming beautiful sound. 
Or I am trying to make the aggrieved sound  
A drawbridge sweats into the air.  
For my next trick I’ll delete your exhaled breath.  
I’ll lock up a shaft of light.  
I’ll correct the seaweed that wriggled at you.  
I’ll unplug animal parts of you. 
I’ll live through each of the phases of you 
Like a hat your dad is wearing  
In every picture in the house. 
This world is three handclaps long. 
The city is a salad of concrete wishes. 
I heard about you before I saw you. 
There was a robe floating in a brutal forest 
Like a handclap of light and murmuring 
Oh jesus I cannot describe it the way I did before. 
Murmur hurts murmur hurts I saw what he wrote. 
I was murmuring when I saw myself and thought 
I saw it. I saw the message he sent you. 
Sugar makes desire seem pointless.  
The donut is just happening to me. 
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